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Renovating, altering, and preserving buildings requires an understanding of the existing structure 
and systems. Engineers perform the actual design, but architects and builders are affected by the 
restrictions imposed by older materials and systems, and building owners and tenants are affected 
by those restrictions. Architects and builders may be familiar with modern construction, but may 
not understand the obsolete construction forms in familiar older buildings.

This course is a summary of the history of engineered buildings, including the reasons for 
technological developments in the context of architecture of the times. The distinctive properties of
materials, methods of identification of obsolete construction, and the view of building-wide 
systems rather than isolated pieces are emphasized. Issues of general construction history, such as 
the role of scientific investigations and experimentation, are discussed using specific examples.

The class format will be podcast lecture, readings, and on-line discussion on both lectures and 
readings. 

Lecture 1
Overview of the relation of engineering design to architecture and the changes over time 
to that relation. Description of course scope: buildings only, concentrating on typical types, 
U.S. industrial revolution (1830s) to modern structural forms (1960s)

Off-week Reading 1
“An Apartment House For Three Families,” Carpentry and Building, volume 27, p. 61, March 
1905. 

Lecture 2
Structural aspects of traditional building construction using wood and masonry. Rules of 
thumb, basic rules of design, and early building code requirements.

Off-week Reading 2
Illustrations of Iron Architecture, Daniel Badger, 1865, p 6-9. 

Lecture 3
The use of cast-iron in structure; pros and cons of the material and its role as the first 
"man-made" building material. Cast iron columns, beams, sidewalks, and facades. The role 
of major fires and fireproofing issues in cast-iron use. (1840s - 1900) 

Off-week Reading 3
Skeleton Construction in Buildings, 3rd Edition, William Birkmire, 1902, chapters 1 and 5.

Lecture 4
The use of wrought-iron and the rise of scientific experimentation in to determine design 
methods. The role of fires and fireproofing issues in ductile metal use. (1840s - 1895)

The development of steel, including standardization of steel shapes, material properties, 
design techniques, and building codes. (1880 – 1920)

Off-week Reading 4
Patents 285452 (P Wight), 471173 (R. Guastavino), 755336 (G. Waite)

Lecture 5
Early fireproof floor systems: masonry, cinder concrete, and mass concrete. Code 
requirements and NY City Dept. of Buildings load and fire tests. (1870 – 1930)
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Off-week Reading 5
Architectural Terra Cotta: Standard Construction, 1914. 

Lecture 6
Unreinforced masonry curtain walls with secondary structure for ornament. (1880 - 1930)
Glass, reinforced masonry, and alternate material curtain walls. (1930 – present)

Off-week Reading 6
Concrete Steel Construction, C. A. P.  Turner, 1909, chapters 2 and 7.

Lecture 7
Early concrete frames, including construction types and European precedents - why U.S. led
in steel frame and lagged in concrete. (1890 – 1920)

Off-week Reading 7
Sanitary Engineering, William Gerhard, 1898, p. 20-35, 89-90. 

Lecture 8
Historic mechanical systems, including the introduction of industrial processes into 
ordinary buildings. (1800s-1940s)

Grading

The final grade will be based on two essays (40% each) and class participation (20%).
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